EVENT INFORMATION !!!!!

INDUSTRIAL STEEL PLANT TOUR
Plant Tour Starts : 1:00PM SHARP @
INDUSTRIAL STEEL-
86 N BRIDGE STREET
GARY INDIANA 46404
(PLEASE NOTE- NO SHORTS OR OPEN
TOP SHOES ALLOWED FOR THE PLANT
TOUR)

Industrial Steel Construction (ISC) is the leading steel bridge fabricator in the Midwest. We operate out of two bridge shops in the greater Chicago area. Our Gary, Indiana fabrication shop is perhaps the largest steel bridge fabrication plant in America at approximately 1.6 million square feet. Our Gary Indiana bridge shop has fabricated some of the largest and tallest bridges and buildings in the United States to include the original Oakland Bay Bridge and the Willis Tower (formerly known as Chicago’s Sears Tower). We have more than 1 million square feet under 10 ton or greater crane capacities. We have fabricated individual girders that weighed close to 200 tons. Most recently we fabricated all of the main box girders for the massive Huey P. Long expansion project in New Orleans. In addition to being a large steel bridge fabricator, Industrial Steel Construction has a substantial steel plate processing business where we provide services as basic as warehousing through JIT supply of complex weldments to OEM construction and mining equipment manufacturers.
Technical Presentation
and
Lunch
1:00 by Kevin Irving

PLEASE SIGN UP TODAY !!!
AS SPACE IS LIMITED
OCTOBER 17TH, 2019

INDUSTRIAL STEEL
86 N BRIDGE STREET
Plant Tour
GARY, INDIANA 46404

Registration for the SSPC Midwest Chapter 2019 Membership Tour is now available! Help support your local SSPC Midwest Chapter, We are looking for foursomes, prize donations and sponsorships!!!

Don't miss this great opportunity to network with the industry's finest and to support the SSPC Midwest Chapter with an outing sponsorship!

On behalf of your SSPC Midwest Chapter Board we would like to thank you for your support of the SSPC Midwest Chapter! Cancellations and no-shows are non-refundable and will be invoiced. For more details and information please contact Daniel Hendrick at (708) 417-0889

Sincerely,
DANIEL HENDRICK
SSPC Midwest Chapter- Chairman
VISION INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

www.sspc.org/market-place/chapter-events

If you wish to pay with a check payable to:

SSPC Midwest Chapter
17345 Lockwood Avenue
Tinley Park, Illinois 60477